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own standards (with some new
fallacies and a plethora of detail) until
High-jumping Frogs,
the FASB became the standard bearer
in 1973. Still the process remained in
And Other Evidence
the private sector. During the last half
of the 70s the Metcalf Report, Con
Of Change
gressional investigations, and steppedup participation of the public sector
through the Securities and Exchange
Commission have combined to set the
stage for legislated accounting princi
ples in the decade ahead. It is impossi
ble to predict the ultimate evolvement
When some primordial frog first system which has given us the highest of accounting standards in so rapidly
jumped from a pond up onto the grass standard of living in the world has also shifting a cultural pattern but we can,
land back in the misty beginnings of given us a certain moral ambivalence while denied the tranquility of a
time one can almost imagine the All- because survival ability can mutate all sideline seat, still recognize an in
Knowing reflecting, “It’s a start; now too readily to craftinesss and dis teresting drama. This issue of The
let’s see what comes of it.” What came honesty. White becomes black ever so Woman CPA presents three articles
of it was a whole retinue of evolving subtly. A product may be sold more that examine the prescriptions for
terrestial life, all made possible by that cheaply or a service provided for less standard setting from three different
frog who must have had a hard time of because the provider is selling, decep perspectives.
Even a journal such as this must
it, indeed, gasping for oxygen in the tively, a poorer product or an inferior
alien air. Evolution does not come service. Under the close surveillance carefully consider standards. We
easily.
of a rural society the shoddy can be could, for instance, select only the
When some early human discovered avoided easily but in an urban maze most erudite manuscripts among sub
that several people could exchange the public has to have some safeguards missions and thus become known,
some portion of their separate posses against descent to street bazaar fakery. perhaps, for our scholarly and esoteric
sions and skills for shared benefit, one
Performance standards, sometimes discrimination — but very few of our
can again imagine a sardonic prophet legislated but more often publicized as subscribers would read our pages. Or,
saying, “Now it begins.” The prophet part of a marketing strategy, can pro we could publish practically every
would see, of course, that not all vide some security to the consumer. thing submitted by chapters or mem
humans are created equal and so the Imposed standards, however, strike bers of our sponsoring societies on the
smart ones would fare better than the slightly cross-grain to free enterprise principle of selectively fostering talent,
less perceptive traders in the bartering traditions; trade secrets can be vio however latent — but we would soon
activity. It was the start of the struggle lated and the expense of maintaining diminish in our own eyes and in the
for mutually acceptable coexistence. standards can create pricing problems eyes of others. We could limit publish
The frog has had amphibious success, in a competitive market. One major ing privilege to female authors, or to
but humankind has yet to solve the automotive firm laments that practicing accountants, or to writers
conflict of self and society. Caveat bankruptcy will follow if it is forced to with graduate degrees. We could
emptor is still the credo, especially for include some safety features and anti popularize our pages with cartoons
buyers of new cars, and we look to pollutant devices in its new models. and gossipy comment, and probably
standards of performance for some Financial reports that serve manage thus attract a broader base of readers
protection from the predators of our ment’s purposes may not be in the best and so more advertising, but we would
species.
interests of stockholders, and revers lose some of our hard-won prestige.
From the inception of The Woman
Like many values, standards are ing the emphasis may jeopardize long
CPA
in 1937 eighteen dedicated edi
often in the eye of the beholder. Every range management plans-in-process.
tors
working
with our sponsors have
one is familiar with the simple, and The accounting profession has recog
simply implausible, valuation system nized that reporting standards need been setting standards for this publica
of children who see only good and bad, not be the same for small private com tion and developing it from its fourwhite and black. Young nations and panies, as differing from companies page house organ first edition. It is a
rural societies tend toward similar with public ownership, and the Finan pleasure to greet as nineteenth editor,
naivete but America’s complex busi cial Accounting Standards Board is beginning with Volume 42 in January,
ness interests, and particularly the ac developing separate standards for 1980, our well experienced staff mem
counting profession, are troubled as nonbusiness organizations such as ber and gifted colleague, Dr. Clara C.
they move from pioneer simplicities schools, hospitals and charitable in Lelievre, who will, we are confident,
into a multiple value array where there stitutions. It is all part of the difficult make an impressive contribution to
are many gradations from white to transition from a young provincial our long dedication to quality.
black.
society into a nation of many view
Implicit in our free enterprise con points.
From the Depression-prompted
cept is the idea that the smartest, most
efficient business management will reforms of the 30s, through revamp
prosper, leaving the less efficient in ings in response to business pressures
discard. Yet our prized free enterprise in the 60s, accountants reworked their
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